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About This Game

Why should war be hell when it could be fun? Enter InkSplosion, a single screen twin-stick shooter, where the only real enemy
is beating your previous high-score!

Inspired by both modern and old school shooters and from the developers behind Midnight Deluxe, InkSplosion is an arcade
delight that is simple to learn, yet hard to master, thanks to endless levels that are decorated only by your colourful ammunition.

Should you rise to the challenge and emerge experience, it only means it is time to bid “farewell” to Normal mode and say
“hello” to Arena and Hard, 2 brutal modes that would offer even the most gung-ho of players a worthy conquest!

Once you start playing, it becomes really hard to stop!

Features:
* 3 Game Modes (Normal, Arena & Hard)

* Endless Levels
* 5 Different Weapon Types

* In-game achievements
* Original Soundtrack by Levi Bond

* Voice over by Barry Dunne
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Very pleasant game

\u041e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c \u043f\u0440\u0438\u044f\u0442\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430. It was a
fun game, but not worth 10 bucks. I can recommend it if its on sale for $2-5.

The game it self was enjoyable to play, somewhat addicting...but it felt very lacking.

There are a lot of improvements they could have made such as more realistic van space (Seriously, everything takes the same
space.)

They could have also added a bit more store management/ownership.

The "hot" items aspect of the game rewards the player for playing badly. For example, you'll get a 1,000 dollar bonus for buying
the hottest item category, but it will cause inexperienced players to miss out on big ticket items and not even look for them.

One could miss out on picking a 25,000 dollar guitar....because they are digging for another category to get the bonus.

This is a decent casual game, I'd recommend it for younger kids or people into hidden object games.. This game is a bit funny,
the enemy is very powerful. At the beginning\uff0ci was a bit frightened and frustrated.After playing a few levels\uff0ci finally
understand. When passed through three levels, i feel very surprise and happy. Planting trees can quickly get a lot of gold coins,
which can upgrade beauty soldiers , who will be able to quickly defeat the enemy. There is a beauty soldier quite sexy,I like her..
It's time to kick bubblegum and chew\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and I'm all out of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Another
nicely made puzzle game.
Good music
There are stats.
No Unity launcher whatsoever.
Can be a lil bit more colorful.
Solid 8/10. Pure gameplay. It's very rewarding on a basic interactive level. If you complain that games are turning into books or
movies, and you just want to play a video game, this is for you.

Great art direction too, unique and comfy.. I find the loyalty system to be a unmitigated disaster. You may find better luck with
it but I've so far more or less not spent any time fighting other nations, only my own damn factions rebellious characters. I tried
looking up online how to keep them happy with estates, bribes, etc without any luck. Trying several factions just ended in me
seeing different parts of the British isles turn against me.
This game really seemed like a win but so far has turned out to be a frustrating mockery of a game and the only Total War game
I've tried so far I'd actually want my money back after trying. It's possible that Creative Assembly\/Feral Interactive will fix the
game with updates but right now it lacks that one quality I expect in a game: Fun.
I'd not recommend this game unless you are really into forced familicide whilst losing all your resources to bad game
mechanics.. Despite of a few bugs Geopolitical Simulator 3 is an exceptionally clever and entertaining game! Of course strategic
gaming must be your thing in order to fully appreciate MOW. It has more body than for example Civilization (which in itself is
also a good game). It is very interesting to see what influence your various decisions have in the field of domestic or foreign
policy, financial health, economic growth or social aspects. Also the causal relations between investing\/cutting in a particular
sector, creating contracts, growth, unemployment, production, trade balance, budget deficit, privitization etc..etc.. is very
realistic, interesting and entertaining. Fun to read the newspaper on which impact your various decisions have, how it is
presented and how well it is received by public opinion. One of the things I have learned is that you certainly can't satisfy all of
the people and organizations in a country. And most of the time it is a real challenge just to keep your head above the water. But
all the more satisfying it is when you do manage to create a contract, see that the invested tax payer dollars create economic
growth an jobs etc..etc..
Untill now I played only USA and I noticed that you realy have to balance between containing the budget deficit, stimulating
economic growth, your popularity rating and your dependence on congress which you will need in order to push foreward your
policy. You come to understand and realize the dilemma's most leaders also must have in real life! Also, don't trust the
republicans hahaha. If you for example ask the head of the republican party to support you on a bill in congress, he says he will
do so, but instead they stabb you in the back once it is voted on (that is if they don't agree with the bill of course). All in all I am
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very enthousiastic about this game.
If I had to rate it on a scale of 1 to 10, I would say 11.
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Great. Just Bought the bikini outfits for all classes. Guys just bought and istalled the datig lessons. I am using the oculus rift and
I have set it up everythng as per instruction. Oculus rift is working fine with other programms. However, with Dating Lessons I
get the"Unknown error, code 10002". PLease advice, as I can not use your program so far.. Good game , relaxing music... some
puzzles are verry hard.... cant figure out nr 15 for the life of me.. After going through puzzles up TIER 16 (each tier has
progressivly more puzzles per tier), and i gotta say it gets really reptetetive, until that point there were no more gimmicks or add-
ons that makes the puzzle feel more intricate, execpt on a select few maps there is this mirror affect where if you activate one
tile on one side the counterpart also activates. Its just to bad that this really feels frustrating to try and plan around.

So sadly already this game is worse than a free puzzle game on my phone :\/

To add insult to injury the game is roughly 80 tiers of around 5+ levels per tier, so even if you get more features as you progress
it will drive you mad trying to actually complete such a long game that has the excuse- oh sorry i mean "theme" of being
minimalistic, ergo there is nothing but these 400~ puzzles, no soundtrack, no visualy pleasing backround, no clever story
supporting it. nope just you doing puzzles for 3\u20ac.

I will disclaim that as puzzles go im really not a big fan of this perticular puzzles style either, all it is, is clicking a tile and the 9
adjacent tiles "activate" and activating an activated tile deactiviates it etc.

Im also going to mention the difficulty is really out of control. And i get that you might think im just dumb but thats not what i
really mean, what i mean is for some reason the creators thought itd be smart to make certain tiles nonn clickable, so you are
actually limited in what options to solve the puzzles wich makes the puzzles with kind of obvious patterns to become actual no-
brainers. But at the other end some puzzles can have you just sit there and rageclick hoping to make yourself see the pattern.

bottom line is, if you like the nine tile activation style puzzle enough to do roughly 400 the go ahed, but if you are skeptic or just
curious i really do recommend not bothering and instead getting one of the hunderds puzzle apps for your phone or just go to
google and type in "free puzzle game" and chances are itl be just as good or even better.. I've done things in my life that I regret.
Only historians scrabbling at the sand and dust covered remains of our civilization will know if Pretentious Game is one of them.

I've reviewed many a game, yet not nearly enough in the public view on Steam. I've enjoyed the relative unreknown of spouting
my opinions in the mere earshot of my friends and colleagues. Not that I don't think they didn't appreciate my input, as I am
truly an independent man with no corporate masters, no ties to any corruption, or even accountability for mainstream taste, but
rather the situation is that I have not truly subjected myself to the trials and tribulations of actually going out there and casting
my net far and wide and taking the richly deserved flack that I would recieve for going against the groupthink that lies at the
dark rotten heart of our society. Looking at our current political landscape, at the intolerance and pointless squabbling for
power, it is easy to look at a game like this and judge it for something as lowly and unremarkable as trying too hard to conform
to some alien notion of what a game should be. Worse yet, for failing to be aware of current social mores. A blue square, I hear
you say unbelievingly, a blue square can approach and win a pink square. What a ridiculous stereotype to be perpetuating on the
blues and pinks of the world! Even worse, to be disregarding the other colors of the rainbow who are silently erased as the other.
Yet at the heart of this simple dynamic is a time-tested storytelling technique employed by some of the greats of our industry. A
matter of motivation, a goal thrown to the player to be immediately grasped and reached toward, one that can immediately push
the story forward despite the obstacles the game presents.

One could remark that the gameplay does expand throughout the story but does not complete itself, creating and disposing
various elements without rhyme or reason. This remark would not be wholly undeserved but much like the geocities websites of
the 90s that were adorned with those tirelessly working men, this game makes no pretentions that it is in fact a complete game:
for now there are only four chapters. In future chapters there will be room to expand on the gameplay mechanics, to make them
work with each other, to expand the Pretentious Game-verse. Naturally within this expanded game there will also be opportunity
to make plenty of references to cater to the particular palate of our contemporary video game enthusiast. Some have naturally
remarked of the game's similarity to Thomas Was Alone and it is an entirely understandable observation. My own intellect
naturally pondered the teleportation mechanics of Portal, the mind-bending alternate physics of The Bridge, the split second
strategic ponderings of Magicka, the unleashed player creativity of Minecraft and many more too numerous to name in this short
space.

But you are not reading this review of the game that could be, you care about this game--as it is--rising from the ashes like a
phoenix reborn: is Pretentious Game good? Well, I took this time to consult the dictionary and there are truly many variations on
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what the word good means. Morally excellent; virtuous; righteous; pious: good? No, I must remark that video games in general
lack the ability to exercise moral judgment. Satisfactory in quality, quantity, or degree: good? I was satisfied with at least one of
the quality, quantity or degree of this video game. Of high quality; excellent. good? Seems too circular for definitive comment. 
Right; proper; fit: good? Well-behaved: good? Kind, beneficent, or friendly: good? These again seem to attribute a moral capacity
to video games that they currently do not have. honorable or worthy; in good standing: good? Well, if all it takes is my mere say-
so to make this game good, then I shall say

oh yeah this game is pretentious, so of course i liked it. a person worried about value for money should note that i won the game
in five minutes. i spent considerably more time writing this review than i did playing the game. if the title pretentious game did
not make you quirk your lips into a sort of unappreciative half-smile this game is probably not for you. is that good enough for
you?. Thank You Steam Thank You To Every One Who HadA Hand In Making This Route 10 Out Of 10 Across TheBoard
With This Unbeleavable Route Every One Sit Back An Enjoy. Alright, so the game is a little hard at first, but don't fret! It gets
better, way better!

At first the game was unpredictably hard, but after a few tries the timing gets easier and you start really finding out what the
developers had in mind for you. It's a beautiful chaos of fast paced explosions and gunfire. Very satisfying. Between the speed,
timing, enemy mechanics and the bright gunplay, you end up feeling like a boss by the time you put the controller down.

Steam controller seems to work just fine too, for anyone who is curious. I recommend this game to all my friends. It's perfect
for just blowing off some steam.

10\/10. For anyone who enjoys a simulator that gives you a variety of tasks with a payback this game is excellent. If you get the
DLCs and some MODS you can pretty much work your farm either exactly like you want, or exactly like a specific level of
farmer in the real world.

One huge benefit is that when you have accumulated a lot of money you can actually farm with the huge automated equipment
that modern big farmers are using today. Or if you prefer you can find the equipment your father or in some cases grandfather
might have had to farm with and see how they got along.

Either way the possibility is there. What else could one ask from a computerized environment?. It hurts me to downgrade this
game. You need to drive between hills and grab coins. I like it. Its simple, fun and pleases me. The bad news is....the game
simply breaks and closes after a while playing. Everytime.
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